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WHY KILL YOURSELF? 

JUST BECAUSE YOU MISSED THE 
LAST ISSUES AT THE NEWSSTAND? 

SUBSCRIBE TO 

AND HAVE IT MAILED TO YOUR HOME! 
к-------. use coupon or duplicate 22------ 

485 MADison Avenue 
New York, NY. 10022 

ПІ enclose $10.00*. Please enter my name on your 
subscription list and mail me the next 8 issues. 

ПІ enclose 525.00". Please enter my name on your 
subscription list and mail me the next 24 issues. 

NAME. 
ADDRESS. 
CITY. 
STATE. ZIP. 
“Outside U.S.A. (including Canady), $12.00 for 8 issues or $30.00 
lor 24 issues in U.S. Funds, payable by International Money Order 
ог Check drawn on а U.S.A. Bank. Allow 10 weeks for a subscription 
lo be processed. MAD Magazine cannot be responsible for cash lost 
or stolen in the mails, so CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PREFERRED! 

600000000000 

LAST OFFER AT THIS PRICE! 
As you'll recall, our last offer for 
these full-color portraits of Alfred 
E. Neuman, MAD's “What—Me Worry?" 
kid, suitable for framing or for wrap- 
ing fish, was at this same price. So 
was the one before that, and the one 
before that! Like, how can we charge 
more, when we can't even sell them at 
this price??? So take advantage! Mall 
60¢ for one, $1.25 for 3, $2.55 for 9, 
$5.15 for 27 or $10.35 for 81 to: MAD, 
285 MADison Avenue, МУ, NY. 10022 

LETTERS DEPT. 

MORE MAD Е.5.Р??? 

More MAD ESP! Back in 1978 (MAD 

#198) MAD ran an article about what would 

happen when UPC symbols took over com- 
pletely. One gag was about a UPC featured on 
the cover of a record album. Well, the progres- 
sive rock band YES produced 
cent album under rhe name of ' 
cause thats their UPC code. This was the 

time I ever saw a UPC code printed directly 
опко an album jacket. 

Harriet Parinello 
Santa Cruz, СА 

GREATEST HITS 
UPC MANIA-MAD #198 

MORE MAD ESP?—YES! 

ZZZzzz 
(сер while reading "Stayin' Awake.” 

Allain Morais 
New Brunswick, CANADA 

EOM 

MAD #245: 

AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM 

5. m A 

T was very disappointed in the cover of your 
March issue (MAD #245). 1 live оп a busy 
highway that has no rest stops. It is all too 
common to have people peeing in our front 
yard. There is nothing humorous about any- 
one of any age peeing anywhere except in a 
restroom facility. Perhaps you'll send me your 
home address and 1 can forward the offensive 
people we find in our front yard co you! 

M.J. Wright 
Kyburg, CA 

I couldnt believe my ice! I'l ber urine big 
trouble after the controversial cover of MAD 
#245, and thar snow joke. From now on, you 
better watch your Pees and Q's before some- 
one gets pissed off. 

Eric R.P. 
Indianapolis, IN 

TV SHOW GOES MAD 

Mad Artist/Writer Sergio Aragones was 
recently featured in a segment of the 
show "Real People" Above, Sergio is in- 
troduced to the studio audience ky 
“Real People” Hostess Sarah Purcell. 



WELCOMING IN 1984 

Depicting che President of che United 
States, or any other public figure, as a fool is 
good, healthy irreverent fun. Depicting some- 
one urinating on the ground is none of those 
things. Crass isn't irreverence! 

Richard Staum 
Brooklyn, NY 

Your cover of MAD #245 was just another 
case of "yellow journalism”! 

Allen Arata 
Hawthorne, CA 

If I was going to rate the cover of MAD 
#245 on a scale of 1 to 10, I would definitely 
say that "you're-an-eight"! 

Jim Lang 
Columbus, OH 

Looking at cover #245, I was "relieved" to 
know that the usual gang of idiots are contin- 
uing their superb brand of humor right into 
"84! 

Jack Tutela 
Scituate, MA 

God only knows how Alfred would have 
dotted the "i" in Christmas had he extended 
Christmas salutations last issue! 

Jeffrey Lowndes 
Scranton, PA 

Why didn't anyone claim ownership to the 
artwork on the cover of MAD #245, which had 
Alfred demonstrating his artistic talents? And 
how come I didnt see any yellow paint or 
paintbrushes? 

Michael H. Tavares 
E. Taunton, MA 

Alfred E. Neumans "1984" wasnumber one 
in my book! 

Michael Skinner 
Emmaus, PA 

«уа € 
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MAD ANT-ICS 

After reading your 
"MAD Look At Ants” 
1 realized ас you for- 
got one very important 
one—"Deodor-ant"! 

Doug Yellin 
Freeport, NY 

Deodor-ANT 

( 4 You left out the 
5 most popular ant of 

all—Adam Ant’! 
Tom Wells 
Long Beach, CA 

Adam ANT 

Please Address All Correspondence To: 

MAD, Dept. 247 485 MADison Avenue 

New York, New York 10022 

Unsolicited Manuscripts will not be returned unless 
accompanied by a self-addressed stamped envelope. 

or any hat which has at least one movable propeller! 

ARAA р 
DAVE BERG 

... KNOCKS HIS 
BLOCK OFF, AND 
SHOWS US THE 
LIGHTER SIDE OF 
HIS STREET, WHEN 
HE PUTS HIS 
ENVIRONS ON THE 
FIRE IN THIS ALL- 
NEW ORIGINAL 

MAD BOOK! 
ARAARA R 

tuva os zs t-Izzt-9vi-0 CY ST) 5615 x-0stor-aye-0 

On Sale Now At Your Favorite Bookstand, Or Yours By Mail 

енне coupon or duplicate secessu a omm e ES, 

NAME 

ADDRESS. 
485 MADison Avenue 
New York, NY. 10022 

PLEASE 
SEND ME LI 

© The Dirty Old MAD 
© Polyunsaturated MAD 
О The Recycled MAD 
£ The Non Violent MAD 
C The Rip-Off MAD 
02 The Token MAD 
ІП The Pocket MAD 
© The Invisible MAD 
CJ Dr Jekyll & Мг MAD 
o Ae MAD 
O MAD at 
O The Vintage MAD 
ІП Hooked on MAD 
ІП The Cuckoo MAD 

The Medicine MAD 

ІП MAD Clowns Around 
The MAD Treasure Chest 

О MAD Sucks 

Allow 10 weeks for delivery 
Outside the US A, add 

15% extra. 

DAVE BERG LOOKS AT 
THE NEIGHBORHOOD 

CITY. 

STATE ZIP. 

© SuperMAD 
O Abominable Snow MAD 
© MAD About The Buoy 
ІП MAD for Kicks 
D The Uncensored MAD 
O Pumping MAD 
ІП MAD Horses Around 

Mus MAD 
E] A MAD Carnival 
O Explosive MAD 
O MAD Barts 
D Eternally MAD 
O MAD About Town 
O Big MAD On Campus 
[а] BE егей MAD. 

DON MARTIN Comes on Strong. 
DON MARTIN Carries On 

І ENGLOSE $1.95 FOR EACH 
(Minimum Order: $5.85) 

ALSO PLEASE SEND ME THESE OTHER MAD 
PAPERBACK BOOKS I'VE CHECKED BELOW: 

DON MARTIN Steps Further Out 
DON MARTIN Forges Ahead 
DON MARTIN Digs Deeper 
DON MARTIN Grinds Ahead 

с DON MARTIN Captain Klutz 11 
E] DAVE BERG Looks at the USA. 

Пп 
a 
o 
Пп 

ПІ DAVE BERG Modern Thinking. 
со DAVE BERG Our Sick World 
со DAVE BERG Looks at Living 
ІП DAVE BERG Looks Around 
ІП DAVE BERG Loving Look 
CJ DAVE BERG Looks, Listens & Laughs 
CJ DAVE BERG Looks at You 
O The All-New SPY vs. SPY 
D SPY vs. SPY Follow Up File 
O 3rd MAD Dossier of SPY vs. SPY 
D 4th MAD Classified SPY vs. SPY 
ІП Sth MAD Report on SPY vs. SPY 
ІП 6th Case Book on SPY vs. SPY 

We cannot be responsible for cash 
lost or stolen in the Mails. Check 

or Money Order Preferred! 



I'm Chuck Yaygear! I've 
been higher—and faster— 
than any man in the world! 
So much for my “drinking” 
and "sex" habits! I'm also 
the best test pilot in the 
world! Which is why they 
didn't choose me for the 

Space Program! There's no 
room for excellence in 

any Government Project! 

Іт Scott Carpentry! 
People ask why we're 
spending billions to 
explore space when 
there are so many 

poor people on Earth 
to support! We have 
to explore space to 

find out if there 
are any poor people 
out there to support! 

I'm Alan Schlepper! 
When | signed up to 

become an Astronaut, 
Thad no idea of the 

kinds of demands that 
would be made on my 

body! But | finally 
solved the problem 

by limiting it to 
only TWO or THREE 
GROUPIES a night! 

I'm Gus Gruesome! 
1 don't know if 
the other guys 
hold it against 
me for letting 

my space capsule 
sink, but when I'm 
not around, they 
refer to me as the 

“Jacques Cousteau 
of Outer Space”! 

I'm Wally Hurrah! 
If l'd known they 

were going to make 
the story of the 

Mercenary Astro- 
nauts into a major 
motion picture, | 
would've said a 
helluva lot more 
than | did during 

the Space Program! 

Rs / SS 

THE VERY FIRST JET PILOTS 

! hear you guys say that the 
_| sound barrier сап be broken! 

BELIEVED THAT A DEMON LIVED 
IN THE SKY, AND THAT WHEN 
YOU CAME FACE TO FACE WITH 

1 say it 
can be 

broken for 
$150,000! 

Isay it сап 
be broken— 
and I'll do 
it for free! 

Okay, Yaygear, you're 
ON! Although I'm break- 
ing one of the cardinal 

rules of our Government: 
Never have anything done 
for free when you could 

pay $150,000 for it! 

Hey, 
Yaygear! 
Where 
are you 
going?!? 

I'm off 
to break 
the sound 
barrier! 

inan 
airplane! 

IT, YOUR CONTROLS WOULD 
FREEZE UP, YOUR INSTRUMENTS 
WOULD SHATTER AND YOU WOULD 
POOP IN YOUR PANTS. THEY 
BELIEVED THAT THIS CREATURE 
LIVED BEHIND A BRICK WALL 
CALLED THE "SOUND BARRIER.” 
BUT SOME WERE BRAVE ENOUGH 
TO GO LOOKING FOR THE DEMON. 
THESE MEN WERE GIVEN SPECIAL 
EQUIPMENT CALLED “TEST PLANES” 
AND SPECIAL INSTRUMENTS CALLED 
“TEST GAUGES.” AND THESE MEN 
WERE CALLED SPECIAL NAMES— 
LIKE "IDIOT" AND "SCHMUCK"! 

f | E NCHOS | 
7| RIDING cLue N 

АЧ 



BLAST-OFFUL DEPT. 
Іт Реке $!аует! | | m Gordon Kookie! | | tm John Grint : 

1 almost didn't They call me the They call me THESE ARE THE MEN 
make the team! self-confident one, the “Clean 
Oh, | got high the guy who thinks Marine"! But THAT T 7 INT marks on all of he's REALLY IT! quite frankly THAT THE GOVERNMENT PICKED my physical Baloney! | just do when | hear S ph А ке 3 endurance tests my job REAL WELL! | | that nickname, WHEN THEY WENT LOOKING FOR... 
—but | barely And it beats me \ get so sick 

squeaked by with | | why the Government I could just 
a"C-"onmy hired these six barf my milk "Charisma" exam! | | assistants for me! and cookies! 

ARTIST: MORT DRUCKER WRITER: DICK DE BARTOLO 

Thad alittle acci- Are you kidding?! That's the plane С 
dent yesterday! My Just the fact that we've designed | | The Instruction 777744 Yaygear! М blood pressure's going 
horse threw me and you're actually GO- to break the Manuals in the Я ——*| What's М through the roof and ту | 
| broke a few ribs! ING THROUGH with sound barrier! | | glove compart- 1 vision is all blurred! 
I don't want those this crazy thing Any questions? ment! Look it d 2 = 

guys from Washington | | makes them KNOW ‘over when you're =a Man, that 
to think there's any- there's something Just one! How about to hit 
thing wrong with me! wrong with you! do you fly it?! 600 mph or о! 

Good thinking! { 

Раипсһо сап 
mix а mean Marguerita!! 8 





ii igi — — — 

‘want | | Any thoughts They filled our butts That we The tests are 
youto | | on how! can with two quarts of have the | Ш a snap! it's 

fill accomplish warm water, and now ability to [| that ugly nurse 
this that...?? we're supposed to go break the peeking in that 

this test up two flights before “Bad Taste” Are these tests 4 [| window that's 
vz) Sure! Why not | | tube for we relieve ourselves! barrier! that rough on you?| | making me crack! 

FANTASIZE What does that prove? 
about me... 2! 

Gentlemen, I want each of you to blow into those When launch time finally comes, one Gee, if it works on hot air 
tubes as hard and as long as you can to see how of you will be in the space capsule alone, why not get the Space 

high you can make the little red ball rise...! on top of that rocket, and the rest Program's PR. Director out 
1 == of you will be out heri here?! HE could blow this 

And what, pray tell, does this Quite a lot! ИЙ thing clear over the MOON! 
7 Rave to do with the Space Race? You'll see! 1 

Well, men, you have undergone Gentlemen, instead of My wife says it's My wife says, "Sweetheart, Listen to the MINOR part of your tests asking you the usual fine with her! go to it! l'm behind you that! Grin 
to become Astronauts! Now you mundane questions that 100% And the kids are be- is the first 
must undertake the more rigor- you've heard a thousand My wife feels hind you 200%! And Uncle Astronaut to 
ous part: FACING THE PRESS times, let me ask you the same way! Al and Aunt Ann are behind break the 
without flinching when they 5 this: How do your wives you 30096 And of course, "Bore 
fire flashbulbs in your eyes, feel about your being Mine too! Grandma and Grandpa are— Barrier"! 

and without punching someone away from home so much? 
when they stick microphones 

in your face, and without 
screaming when they ask you 
for the thousandth time how 
your wife feels about your 

being away from home so much! 



a, 5 
4 = as. 

Gentlemen, sign = _ Don't worry! I've got That's the sixth Look at the bright side, 
these contracts Сее...1 don't know [=| 300 writers on my staff! failure! We'll Kookie! We're at least 

with “Like Maga- about this! l'm not When they get finished, never catch up two years ahead of them 
zine,” and each avery good writer, your life will seem so with the Russians! in the Scrap Metal Race! 
of you will earn and my life isn't exciting, you'll wish 777 2 
$25,000 a year! that interesting! |2 you'd really lived it! 

Zz Ce 

Since you can't seem | | Hey guys... lwillnot =] No, m just Boy, those They're not half as bad 
toget your ROCKETS | |_| think we're stand by Whoare | | expressing my tests to see as these tests to see if 
up, fellahs, таубе | | about to break whileyou | | YOU sup- feelings! But if MONKEYS | | WE can do the monkeys" 
WE can help you the "Se; men run posed to I will be hear- can do our work! | still have seven 

work are |_| bunches of bananas to eat, |! raise SOMETHING!?? around be...our ing Confession 
with loose Spiritual tomorrow, right absolutely |] and | have to swing from 

women...! Advisor?!? after Mass... humiliating! f hi 

LSS x E 
Looks And we gotta have |Б П You don't таке ||Howdidthe| | Well, they're Really? | Okay! 
great an explosive hatch alterations?!? Press get not really in Then our || guess 111 || You wint! 

ics but ...or | won't be Is this NASA, in here?!? here! They're security || just pass You'll 
where's able to screw up ora Department || Thisisa tenfeetaway È| isstill ||outdimes || get your 

LI] the by blowing the Store? We'll Top Secret |2 being restrain- È intact! || for phone || window— 
letthe Press Security ed by a piece calls...! || and your window?! |71 hatch prematurely! 

е decide...!! of string. hatch!! 

TOP SECURITY 



Meanwhile, at this very moment, reporters are swarming 
all over the Schlepper household, trying to get vital 

information from Louise Schlepper about her Husband... 

This is Eric Neveride! America has put a monkey into space 
...and the Russians have made monkeys out of us by putting 
а man into space! But today, Alan Schlepper, America’s first 
man in space, is poised, ready to be launched into history! 

nd we can hear his fellow Astronauts cheering him оп... What brand of | | What brand of | | What brand of DISPOSABLE 
^ he wear when Go, |; !JUSTDID! || роесһе Yes, but don't COFFEE does || TOOTHPASTE || DIAPER does 

Alan! Now, my space mean what worry! We broke |” he drink,..? does he use? he goes into space ...?? 

Go! |} suitneeds to I THINK the "Bad Taste" 
j be dry cleaned! | һе means?! || barrier already! 

i ERs 

pum 
I should tell you that 
the rocket we plan to 

use hasn't been tested, 
and we're not sure the 
capsule will stand ир 
during re-entry! But 

we know we can count 
|| onyou.John Grin...! 

С (ans A 1 Grin, the Russians ~~ 
Bf have a man in space 3 
| orbiting the Earth! | | 

у chance of his wife meeting Jackie Kennedy É ifwedontputa $3 
man їп оті пом, $ | 

} 

Here we are, many months and one panel later, at the El Divo 

Hotel! It's an entirely different scene this time, because 
Gus Gruesome blew that hatch and his space capsule sunk 
along with 

want JOHN 
Grin...! 
This is 

DON Grin! 
Sorry... 
you have. 
the wrong 

Look, Sweetie! They filled the 
refrigerator with beer for us! 

Actually, Dear, it’s the 
other way around! As an 

Astronaut, I'm responsible 

the Space Race is 
over and we've lost! 

Beer?! Not even Champagne! 
They owe you, Gus! They owe 

you a lot for what you did! 

for the safe return of my 
capsule! So | owe THEM! 
BOY ...do I owe them... !! 

Well, we finally got Yep... | } What happened to $ Do you How If the rocket comes 
you launched into like | 3 SEVEN orbits. i mind tel- His heat shield will down, and you can fit 

space, John Grin... 1sald, |= ling me may have come | | You be what's left of it into 
and everything is you're | | What's the dit- what's fasta.. DOl sure? a shoe box, the heat 

perfect! You're free free to | | ference?! Once going on? | | we're not sure! 
togoafull seven— | | goafull|_| you orbit the 

FIVE Earth, you've % 
orbits! | | seen it ай! 



THIRD orbit?! We've 
gone from seven to 

five and now to three! 

john... 
we're going to 
have to bring 

Well... 
get rid 
of them 
and wrap 

You're now on manual! 
Just make sure the 
heat shield is facing 

DOWN! And John, do your capsule 
down after the 

third orbit! 

Man, that burns me up! 

Bite your tongue!! 

you still have those 
sandwiches | made?? 

yourself 
up in the 
aluminum 

| read you! 

HOO-BOY, 
до 1 геад 
you! Isn't 
there ANY- 
BODY down 
there who 
can help 

? 

is Kookie! I'm 

got 3 Witch Do 
tors performin; 

< AST 
RECORDING: 

Give me 
that phone! 

No, you idiot! The 
Insurance Company! 

You KNOW that 
Yaygear never 

brings anything 
back in one piece! 

Hey! Yaygear 
just climbed 
into that new 

$800 million 
jet, and he's 
taking it up! 

Are you 
calling the 
General?? 

Ladies and Gentlemen And what better мау to — So.. 
-.wearehereto PW thank them before God say 

honor the seven Mei and the world than to | 1 hello 
cenary Astronauts who | havea STRIPTEASE [Ё to Miss 
have brought so much ARTIST come out and |=] Sperry 
glory to our nation! doa hokey fan dance! || Rand!! 

Oh, boy! Yaygear not 
only holds the record 
for the world’s HIGH- 
EST ALTITUDE FLIGHT, 
he now holds the rec- 
ord for the world's. 

DEEPEST LANDING! 

ЕГІ 
want to 

Қ thank you 
all for 

your help 
and your 
prayers! |] 

The Space 
Program has 
had a great 
effect on 
us all! But 
for me, it's 
not over!! 

ETE | forgot to ask 
tor that piece 

of gum | always 
ask for before 
I test a plane! 

Hey, John, this 

monitoring you 

mystical rites! 

Well, that 
sure sounds 7 
better than y 
our scien- 

from Australia! 

Cheer up! I've down there 

c- В performing 
g B statistical 

wrongs!! 

keep these 
planes 

together 
when | 
hit the 

booster: 

pee 
It has launched me 

on a POLITICAL 

career that, hope- 
fully, years from 
now, will enable 

me to splash down 
in the White House! 

He's got as 
much chance of 
THAT as the 

MOVIE ACTOR 
who starred 
with BONZO 
THE CHIMP! 



DON MARTIN DEPT. PART I 

ONE MORNING ON THE 

\ Now, just hit the ship's bow with the 
champagne bottle as hard as you can! 

X 
ІШ ж“ 

*. 

AAA AAA 
ÁN AVIV 

А) 
XD 
ҮП 



Ail Nu nd Internes To: Ail т 2 

From Administration Office 

hat- d to prevent, by W You are de qeu р, the departure 
at 

5 
St él discharged patients until after 11 a.m Il di 

so that they may be charge d for an extra day. | 

BU 
wi ( 

puse 510] edicare patients 

c netting over $600 per кен 7а in Fees) for one. ech, cheen | hagchendriac. ое | 
Mee 9” to Nurse Wanda 
Edgely (4th floor) for most 
closely predicting (to the hour 
and minute) the death of the 
terminal patient in Room 607, 
thereby winning the $100 

ce staff pool. 

Your nani: inscribed ona beautiful diploma of the Medical School of Your choice, Guaranteed to look authen tic. АП collegesand u Niversitios available, Framed in 
Klass-You rs for only 
8175.00 рег diploma, 
No questions asked, 

A&R Doctors Service 
Tel. 



5 end a Get-Vell Card to Interne Р = = — “ж”. 

X ww to hank first цеох Intexnes Robert Tugwell, who's still in 

Clyde Сі Ror covering 

Sunday heart transplants t 

Ling Hills Counti 

BEES EU Falsham 

Dr. Thaddeus Phyle wishes to 

thank everyone who expressed 

condolences on the death of 

his brother, Dr. Ezra Phyle, 

and to announce that he will 

sell his brother's MD licence 

plates (enabling anyone to 

park anywhere anytime) to the »— 4 

highest bidder. 

for me during 

vo nc me to 

Егауе condition in the Infectiou: s 
D: isease Ward after eating a meal : ah Pa 

defend (successtully,\> Arm : ы Patients! Cafeteria. 

FOR. SALE. UNOPENED CASE OF 

ғмгнетамамез. HIGHEST OFFER 

TAKES, NO QUESTIONS ASKED. 

Nuwse Еімке SERA 
PHARMACE, 

uill Trade т т loRocco- ; 
of 0, y morocco- bound 12-volame sep- 

тау, y fm опе сор 1 
Condition, F- "Toa bli; 4, '' Joad 

Though Fee - Splitting ^ 1] un Tncome 12 fing Л by Yfutvey, 

Da.Esfryen 

w 

rve lunch 
-Administer sedan 

dmit visitors 
Give enema 

PHOTOGRAPHER: IRVING SCHILD WRITER: FRANK JACOBS 



1 have a large tub of That'll be The corn kernels cost but the MOVIE we're 
pop corn and a Coke two dollars, | | TWO BUCKS! about five cents, and showing costs TEN MILLION 

please That's a gyp! the Coke syrup costs DOLLARS to make... and 
less than a nickel! A you're seeing it for only 

FOUR BUCKS! So we're even! 

BERG'S-EYE VIEW DEPT. 

THE Lich = 
SCHOOL 

Sheldon, didyou || No, Оо уои һауе | | Yes, Ma'am! It’s all She kept you | | No, She didn't NAG me enough! do your homework? || Ma'am! а good excuse? | [my Mother's fault! from doing it? | | Ma'am! 



SHOPPING 
Se es 

Butter... without salt! 
Soda... without sugar! 

Beer... without calories! 
Coffee... without caffein! 

Milk... without fat... ! 

Shopping is not easy! 
| have such difficulty 
finding what | want! 

Б) SIDE Olas“ 
INSOMNIA 

| And when | finally find 
it, it COSTS so much!! 

That's 
life!t | If you want to DO WITHOUT 

you have to PAY for it! | 

ARTIST & WRITER: 

What in 
heck are 

] you doing? 

One hundred and one 
one hundred and two 
one hundred and three 
one hundred and four 

lean't sleep 
so l'm 

counting sheep! 

Okay, I'l 
give ‘em 

On je... two... three... four 
five... six... seven... 



We'd like to see 
something in a Here's a 
pull-out bed {ог | | very пісе 

overnight guests! | |one! Try it! 
yourself! 

Certainly! 1 must say, thisis | [ Good"! 
very comfortable! | | Will this 
Not too hard... not 
too soft! In fact, 
it's just right...! 

NEITHER! 

We're not 
be cash taking it! 

That's the trouble with 
it! We don't want anybody 
staying a second night! 

But you said it 
was just right!! 

Very comfortable! 
or credit 

Mom, you know how you always worry 
that if | played ball in the house, 

| might break that expensive porce- 
lain pitcher in the living room...? 

Yes! What about it...? 

Well... you can stop worrying! Before | hire you, there are 
a few things | have to know 
about you! First, do you lie, 
steal or drink on the job! 

that the speed limit with 

in our jurisdiction should 
be 55 MILES AN HOUR! 

The Town Council e| And le'me tell you, nobody 
around here drives over 
55 miles an hour NOW! 

Gee, how did 
you do it? 



Б 
I've been away at school I've got one of those real 
for nearly a year, and— Old Fashioned Mothers! So = 

— she's gonna make a fuss... @ з Т 
S with hugging—and kissing— 

and... YECCH! WHO NEEDS 
IT? Well, here goes... 

Hi, Mom! I'm home...!! DON'T COME IN!! I JUST 

2 WASHED THE KITCHEN FLOOR! 

Why are Because 
you moping Іт 

homesick! 

a | 

d 
J APPRECIATION — — 

Ihave to | | But you live in 
mailthis | |the same house! 
letter to Why are you 
my Dad! | | writing to him? 

Не gave mea) (That's great! 
raise in my | | Let's go out 
allowance! | | and splurge! 

t € a 

Д 

fh 



Pop, I'm learning all about What's WRONG with you?!? What possible | { Listen, | work I don't want my HOME 
computers in school... and Your Son finally shows some REASON could | | with computers loused up, ТОО..." 

[—  — they're real neat! Would you interest in something, some you have for all day long 
buy me a personal computer? initiative for learning refusing him? in my officel! 

and YOU turn NEGATIVE! 

Is it true that you school bus Well, it's not exactly a raise? 
drivers are demanding a raise? 

ыы 00 
ne SCHOOL BUS Е 

the Riviera, skiing in Switzer- 
land! We were really into the I sure am...! 
Jet Set life! Then, suddenly, Е 
his Dad's investments turned 
sour....and he lost everything! 

Why are you looking My boyfriend had a rich Father, No wonder you're so sad! 
so down-in-the-mouth? and we sure lived it up! Sports You're hurting for your 

т au cars in Monaco, sailboats on boyfriend's bad luck, eh? 
5 so sad... ! ғ; 



OFFERS YOU CAN'T REFUSE DEPT. 

Rather than face the unruly crowds, uncaring sales persons and unbelievably slow- 

moving lines in department and discount stores today, many people are doing their 

shopping via mail from their own homes. Mail order shopping is especially helpful 

to those people who don't want to show themselves in public for other reasons... 

like members of "The Mob." Recently, we came across a mail order catalogue filled 

with items aimed directly at all these underworld consumers. So here we go with: 

ЛОВ 4984 SHOP-BY-MAIL | 

o CATALOG 
BUREAU | 

BARGAIN PRI 

FOR THE D 

DISE AND GIFTS 
RCHAN 

денелі G MOBSTER 
ISCRIMINATIN 

Jam-Packed With 

Offers You Can't Refuse 

cnl SERVING THE UNDERWORLD 

"е" SINCE 1927 

"WRITER 
ARKE 

WRITER: FRANK JACOBS ARTIST: BOB CL 



INSPIRATIONAL WALL PLAQUES 
Wise sayings, witty epigrams that will dress up 
your hideout and impress your fellow thugs 
when they come to visit. Choose from (1) “1 
never met a man | couldn't bribe.” (2) "If crime 
doesn't pay, how come | drive a Cadillac?” 
(3) "God hates squealers." (4) "Tomorrow is 
one more day you're not doing time." 
# 4407—Each plaque : ..$3.95 

All four . . x 

“TUFF-TALK” CASSETTES 
You can't be a believable mobster unless you 
talk like one. And now you can, with "Tuff- 
Talk," the easy way to master underworld 
lingo. Just play the cassettes and you'll be 
taught all the "right" expressions by Sal 
"Shades" Tartini, ex-capo of the famed Palaz- 
zo Family in Cleveland. Soon you'll get the 
handle on phrases like "Lean on the creep," 
"Tailpipe the rat," "Deep-six the fink which 
fingered Little Izzy," and hundreds more. 
3: 3459—"TUFF-TALK" CASSETTES. . $29.50 

per set of six 

NIX THE TEENAGE PUNK LOOK 
Even if you are one! Now, with "Beard In A 
Can," you can instantly add years to your 
looks. Simply rub the ash-like flakes on your 
face and you'll come off as a veteran hitman 
with a two-day beard. They'll never know you 
only shave once a week and have to show 1.0. 
in bars. Choose from three lifelike shades— 
macho black, bigshot brown, honcho red. 

3t 2276—"BEARD IN А CAN 
20 

LUCKY LUCIANO'S 
THUMB-PRINT 
The thumb-print of the Mob's most cel- 
ebrated hero now becomes a dazzling 
piece of modern abstract art. This is a 
16" x 24" blow-up of Lucky's thumb- 
print taken by the FBI just before he was 
deported to Sicily. A real conversation- 
piece that will add class to any mob- 
leader's office or clubroom. State 
whether you want right or left thumb. 

# 4115—LEGENDARY yeaa 
- ..$9.95 

LOAN-SHARK'S DATE BOOK 
More than justa daily calendar or memo 
pad, this item is designed especially for 
the money-lender. Provides spaces for ~~ 
names of who owes you money, how 
late they are in payment, which limb —~ 
you'll break if they don't come across. © 
Special! Order now and get Free Bonus 
poo 'Torture Techniques For Fun & 
го 

"DIAMOND" PINKIE RING 
Just because you're not a high-level 
Mafioso doesn't mean you can't look 
like one. Wear this glittering ring in your 
neighborhood. Only you will know the 
"rock" isn't real as local toadies kiss it 
and grovel at your feet while they thank 
you for letting them live. "Diamond" 
available in three sizes. 
# 2414—Impressive giant size. .$19.95 

Extra-large Capo size .$29.95 
Super-large Don size . $39.95 

GENUINE BRASS KNUCKLES 
You can't beat this rap—a rap, 
that is, right on the kisser using 
good old "brass knucks." Reli- 
able, perfect for enforcement 
problems, they save wear and 
tear on the hands. One size fits 
all, unless fingers are disfigured 
from punching without them. A 
must for the up-and-coming 
hoodlum; a great sentimental gift 
for your capo. 
3: 6512—BRASS KNUCKLES 
е k $19.95 

MYSTERY TRUNKS 
What's in them? Hi-jacked appli- 
ances? Bank loot? A dead 
squealer? We've got dozens of 
them gathering dust in our ware- 
house—all left over from gang 
wars, heists, the estates of dead 
fences, etc. If you like the fun of 
opening surprise packages, then 
this item is for you! 
# 3345—SURPRISE STUFFED 

TRUNK....... $14.95 



BEGINNER'S 
COUNTERFEITING KIT 
It's never too late to master this 
time-honored "money-making" 
craft. A few days practice, and 
you'll be turning out $10's and 
$20's that will fool a bank officer! 
Kit comes complete with dyes, 
paper, printing press and plates. 
A great "second income" for 
"nothing-to-do'" days when 
you're between heists. 
3$ 2098—COUNTERFEITING 

кїт......... $298.95 

"HOW TO PICK UP BIMBOS" 
Without a bleach-blonde floozie 
on his arm, a mobster counts for 
nothing. In this info-packed 
book, you'll learn where to find 
them, how to make a good first 
impression, when to síap them 
around, other valuable tips. 
#3345—BIMBO BOOK .. $7.95 

ph 3t 1891—CREDIT CARDS Per dozen 
* б $19. 

HISTORIC GANGLAND MENU 
Now you can own a replica of the famed 
menu of the historic "Peace Parley 
Banquet,” partaken by the Collazo and 
Bombagni Families in 1967 just after 
they agreed to split up Pittsburgh and 
only moments before Bombagni real- 
ized he was being set up to be rubbed 
out during the fifth course. 

3t 8002—HISTORIC MENU. ..... $5.95 
$$ 8003—SAME, WITH SIMULATED 

BLOODSTAINS ....... $7.95 

BULLET-PROOF UNDERWEAR 
A flashy suit and tie mean nothing if 
you're not protected underneath. Our 
lead underwear will keep you alive 
when rival mobs try to gun you down. 
Let them plug away—you'll come 
through without a scratch. Choose from 
three fashion-plate colors—Marinara 
red; Zucchini green; Eggplant purple. 
#4416—T-shirt. = $22.50 
$4417—Shorts. 11519.95 

Add $5.00 and have your топодгат 
inscribed. 

STOLEN CREDIT CARDS 
The handy alternative to using cash, 
especially when they're in someone 
else's name. Visa, Mastercard, Diners 
Club, you name меге got thousands 
taken from burglaries, heists, other 
sources we'd be foolish to name. Use 
them in restaurants, shops, wherever 
you can get away with it. 

$19.95 

aa 
“а 

y 
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ADD-A-SCAR КІТ 
Top mobsters know that shakedowns are more 
successful when they look menacing. Now you 
can make your victims cower and cringe when 
you "touch up" your cheek with a life-like, 
chilling scar. Just follow the easy instructions 
and you're a cinch to frighten the life out of 
shop-keepers, news-dealers and others you 
prey upon. 
# T113—SCARFACE KIT. .. $14.95 

LEATHER PAY-OFF SATCHEL 
Next time you visit a politician, drop off the 
cash in one of our plush leather Pay-Off 
Satchels. It's the class way of bribing, and 
separates you from mugs who use paper bags. 
Handy inside compartments can be used to 
separate small bills from $50's and $100's. 
3: 27—LEATHER PAY-OFF SATCHEL. . $27.50 
DELUXE VELVET-LINED VERSION FOR 
GOVERNORS AND U.S. SENATORS. . $37.50 

NEW IDENTITY KIT 
The Feds are hot on your trail and you need to 
lay low or else face 10-to-20 years in the 
slammer. What to do? Just order one of our 
New Identity Kits, and in minutes you can turn 
yourself into, say, retired druggist Harold Pier- 
son of Pueblo, Colorado. Each kit comes 
complete with new birth certificate, driver's 
license, social security number, the works. 
3t 6167—NEW IDENTITY КІТ. $99.95 

21 



TURNING BACK THE CROCK DEPT. 

There's an old joke which asks: What are the three biggest lies in America 
today? And the punchline goes something like: |) The check is in the mail!, 
2) I'll get back to you on Monday!, and 3)...well...the third lie is so 
filthy, disgusting and depraved we couldn't possibly type it and then use 

MADS LIST OF R 
THE THREE BIGGE 

On any paint can label... In any late-night TV commercial... At any fender-bender accident... 

FM 
[o d. Rear. à дай тинтүү 

"One coat covers" "Order now! This is a limited offer!" “WHIPLASH!” 

In any classified ad section... On any record album... From any Pentagon official... 
[. = 2 si S 

ace 
"You can earn up to $1,000 "Warning Any unlawful copying of this "The US. can survive 
per week in your own home!” record will result in criminal prosecution" a nuclear exchange! 

On any delicatessen wall... At any movie ticket booth... In any automatic elevator. . . 

0 zd 

22 "No beer sold to minors" accompanied by parent or guardian" "Door Close" 



the same hands to touch those we love and respect. You'll just have to ask 
your father what it is. (Don't ask your mother!) Anyway, the point is: it's 
an old joke. And since it's been written, society has come up with a lot more 
blatant lies that it uses every day. "Like what?" you ask. Well, here is... 

UNNERS-UP FOR 
Г LIES IN AMERICA" 

ARTIST: HARRY NORTH WRITER: JOHN FICARRA 

On any pair of socks or gloves... In any compact car brochure... 

is 
0) 

"One size fits all” /— "Seats five comfortably" 

In any ad for a tacky nick-nack. . . On the shipping carton of anything 
= Pee that needs to be put together... 

"100% Permanent Press “Guaranteed to soon become a “Follow enclosed instruction 
No ironing required” valuable collector's item" sheet for quick easy assembly” 

In any Hollywood Chapel... On any hiring office wall... On the cover of a certain un- 
named so-called humor magazine. . . 

| x 

"$1.25 CHEAP" 
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NEE NONGE ATURE DERE 
A number of issues bac! о be exact), we pointed ou many wi ( 174% } back (#17 b t ted out that many of the words 

we use come from the na vidange mes of real people. F'rinstance, "diesel" 
pe Seid nor mo Y comes from the Earl of Dab ee meer Wo 

uld only be a matter of time before ihe ине r s of current 

celebrities would become part of our langu ge. and we pres ented a list of them to age, 
e added to the dic 1onary. Yell, its time to update that list as ffe be added t dict Well, it's t t list MAD now offer: 

ADDITIONS TO THE 
DICTI 
asner 

youngman 

asner ('az-nur) n. cut-off grant. hold a candle to the original.) while looking for one. (He reaganed 

(Because of the asner. we went down henson ('hen-sun) v. : to manipulate. 
and, as usual, no one could follow 

the tubes.) 
(He couldn't control himself 

because him) 

barrett ('bar-ut) n. : à machine for Ле was hensoned.) 
reeve (r&v) n quick-change artist. 

digging up. and distributing dirt; а hepburn ('hep-burn) n. : something reggie (те}-ё) n. : à hot dog conces- 

manure spreader. (Don't get 100 that improves with age. sin. . б 4 

close to the barrett ог you'll get spat- houseman ('hous-munj п. : ап over rooney ('rü-n&) see villechaize. 

tered.) 
inflated commercial hot-air bal- rose (төт) adj. : once red, but now 

bronson (‘bron-sun) xi. : to obliter- loon. 
fading with аре 

ate; to destroy; to wipe out. (From jagger (jag-ur) n. : a semi-precious 
Salazar ('sal-ü-zür) vi. : to win in the 

the pile of bodies, we knew the city. Stone. 
long run. 

had been bronsoned.) 
kermit (‘ker-mit) adj. + high on the schwarzenegger ('shwar-zen-eg-ur) 

brooks (brüks) adj. : describing а hog. 
vi.:to throw one's weight around: 

gross national product. khomeini (ko-’ma-né) n. : an internal to muscle in. (“This town ain't big 

‘push (bush) vi. : to wear out from disease for which there is no cure. ©1011 h for the both of us,” 
he said as 

lack of use. 
(“Irs khomeini," the doctor said, һе schwarzenegpere J 

spush n. : the half of the ticket that’s “and it's spreading." 
selleck ('sel-ük) x. : to become crazed 

) 
кшш (kin) n. : a power failure. (Be- ‘with lust and desire. (He walked into 

үзі го curve; to — cause of the kuhn, there was We, the room and she sellecked.) 
thrown aw 

capote (kù: 
deviate. (The road is straight for а everywhere.) 

shields (shéldz) n. : a decorative of- 

mile, then it capotes.) 
lucas ("1ü-kus) n. : а space-filler. 

nament of little creative value. 

"carter ('kàr-tur) interj. + à term of  mondale (‘mon-dal
) see bush. simon ('si-mun) л. : à hitman who 

disappointment. 
moon (min) n. 1: à banned, illegal rarely miss 

"carter n. : a beer bust; à flakycracker import. 2: a mental illness that af- spielberg (‘spél-burg) adj. : to emit à 

devoid of taste. 
fects the young. (He's sufferi

ng from weird. unworldly cry. (The creature 

cher (shar) vi. : to flash on the screen. moon, so what can you do?) spielberged, scatreríng the onlook- 

then disappear. 
moore (mor) n. га bondoflitlemore 21 ) 

connery ('con-ur-&) n. : а gilt-edged than face value. see connery. stallone (stü-lón) n. : à rocky stretch. 

Mond: (With these connerys, well пітоу (те-то!) adj. 1: vulcanized. (Hold on—thereS another stallone 

make a killing.) see moore. 2: direct; to the point. ahead!) 

dangerfield (‘dan-jur-feld) n. : self- o'connor (д-'Коп-иг) n. : a fallen arch staubach ('stó-bok) n. : a passed-out 

abuse. 
"октоп (‘oz-mund) n. : a tooth of cowboy 

derek (de-rük) n. : a knockout requir- abnormal whiteness. (He flashed his steinbrenner (‘stin-bren-ur) xi.: to 60 

ing a count of ten 
osmonds and blinded the audience.) berserk with a club. (Ие screamed in 

falwell (fal-wel) n. га majority of one :0smond n. : innocence: purity. horror while he steinbrennered.) 

farrow (fa-ró) n. +a woody substance. (While others went wild, she Ге on townshend ('town-zund) п, : à crum- 

syn. keaton, lasser. 
to her osmoni 

bling rock formatio
n (It looks like a. 

8 
E 

‘ford (ford) v ostumbleoverone's parton (‘par-tun) кі. : to stand out. townshend, but who can tell?) 

o suffer injury from inanimate 
(Most of the hills are small, but those villechaize (vil-ü-shàz) n. : a unit of 

: to fall upstairs. 
big ones—see how they parton?) measurement, two of which equal 

asoloperformer;araider. — p
avarotti (pav hom ELI. vastulfed) олелоопеу Өр one williams. 

х nz) n. i: a dumping groun
d Italian meatball served in great walesa (và-len-sü) n. : the polestar. 

for garbage: a trash heap. ipollu- — quantities and айе Wil Eee QUEE beneath the Great Bear, we 

tion. (The gaines gor worse and we ish. (The pavarotti ended the dinner saw the walesa.) 

had to close the beaches.) syn. feld- ола high note.) 
watt (wat) n. 1: a steal leading to à 

stein, meglin, ficarra. rather (Tarh-ur) n. : an anchor that give-away. 2: a man-made natural 

garfunkel ('gar-funk-ul) n
. : one ofthe falls short. 

disaster. 

performing arts. syn. carne», tatum ‘reagan (rà-gun) n. : а sad condition williams (^vil-yumz) see villechaize 

graham (’gra-um) n. 1: a compulsive often leading to depression youngman ('yung-mun) n. : ап Ovar 

raver 2: a revival. (The graham сал! "reagam) wi + 0 los one’s direction, pe Вайапа-зуп, amsterdam, berle. 

WRITER: FRANK JACOBS 



CLASS ACT DEPT. 

Every year, Academy Awards are presented to the best actors and actresses in the 
Motion Picture Industry. But what about all the other industries where “acting” 
is important? Like f'rinstance those real-life performances that take place every 
day in our schools! We think it's about time that the actors and actresses in our 
Educational System were given the recognition that is due them! Here we go with: 

ACADEMY AWARDS 
FOR TEACHERS 

ARTIST: GEORGE WOODBRIDGE — WRITER: LOU SILVERSTONE 

Welcome...to the fabulously — Incidentally, the "Teachers" Lounge" Tonight, the winners in each category 
plush “Teachers’ Lounge” of is the favorite room of the faculty will receive this coveted gold statue, 
the scandalously constructed members of any typical High School! the “Edward,” named after the Mayor of 

Alfred E. Neuman High School Here is where they can relax, light | | The Big Apple, who, in solving a recent 
_ where all of the greats r) upa cigarette, puff a joint, down financial crisis, put the Teaching Pro- 

and near-greats of Education ||| а drink or whatever! In other words, fession in its proper perspective! Mr. 
are gathered to witness the | it's the only place in the school Koch, in his infinite wisdom, decided 

“First Annual MAD Academy ||| where the Teachers can enjoy the against laying off Sanitation Workers 
Awards For Teaching"! same privileges as the students! ...and instead, fired 1800 Teachers! 

The second nominee is Ms. Marlene 
-———, Mildew for her fine rendition of, 

“РІ Send You To The Principal!” 

The first category is for Best Performance in “CLASSROOM DISCI- 
PLINE”! And the first nominee is Alvin Spritz for his stirring, 

“Г An Adult! I Should Be Able To Cope With A Bunch Of Kids!” 

I've solved the discipline — Мо but it terror- How do you DO | | l'm а grown man with two degrees! — Me?! Beat him up?! 
it, Spritz?!? So | certainly should be able to No w: paid problem in my classes! If izes the Principal! 
What's your handle a bunch of KIDS! | used him to keep the any of my students get out | === = 
secret? Why, PSYCHOLOGY on them! | picked out others in line! of line or give me a hard He doesn't want any 
your kids are the biggest, the meanest kid in Anybody gives me time, | threaten to sei of those monsters 
actually quiet! the class, Rocco Barbello... trouble, they've ‘em down to the Principal! hanging out in his 
and they're got to deal with office, so he does- 

You mean to tell me that n't put any unruly WORKING!! Don't tell me you beat him up?!? Rocco after school! 
i: Y = суса 

; | NN 
: 5 
f: = ay - 

actually SCARES the kids? kids in my m 



| And the winner is Mr. Matthew Frankfurter for his heart- 1___г 

rending interpretation of “It’s A Jungle In Тһеге!”... 
Congratulations, Mr. Frankfurter! Here's 
your “Edward”! I guess it's pretty rough 

dealing with High School kids these days! 

What High School 
kids?! I teach 

SECOND GRADE! 
I'm afraid not! 
At the college 
I went to, they 
didn’t offer us 

courses in Kung 
Fu and Кагаќе!! 

I'm sorry, Sir! | 
refuse to teach in 

J that animal house! 
ЙА НІНІ go back in 

there, | swear l'm 
gonna be KILLED! 

They're only chil- 
dren, Frankfurter! 
Didn't they teach 

you how to handle 
a few wild kids?! 

2 
The next nep is for Best Performance in a “TEACHERS? 
STRIKE”! And the first nominee is Ms. Zelda Hornhonker for uA 
her magnificent portrayal of “Striking Is The American Way!” 

The second nominee is Mr. Kenneth Klutz 
for his touching and convincing perfor- 

mance in “The Public Is Behind Us 100%!” 

You KNOW that 
it's against the 
law for Teachers 

Nonsense!! We're actually Right on, Ms. 
H showing them how Americans || 

have ALWAYS dealt with 
to strike! And i ч 5 at work, WE'RE strikes by ; unfair and unjust workin, қ y 

(^ ps yours conditions... bi eios gonna follow your employees 

=, абе гэх to their Constitutional deos 9) о T 
ру right of peaceful protest! [| ОШ оп strike | Кузел (4! your students! against homework! 

se IN ТҮТІГІ 

Hornhonker! And 
when you're back 

Listen || Let's see! 
How do you 

feel about 

In your 
opinion, 

Teachers?!? 
Are them bums 

then, the striking? | 
Teachers || thought you 
should were talking 

not be on 
strike?! 

And the winner is Mrs. Mildred Schmerz for her, *We're Not In 
This For Any Personal Gain! We're Doing It For The Children!" 

We're not doing this for 
OURSELVES! We're doing Hah! You people 

it because adequately- are ALREADY 
paid Teachers will mean overpaid! Hell, time YOU spent a 

i that your children will you only work a six hour day with. 
x six hour дау! YOUR rotten kid?! 

at 
Congratulations, Mrs. 
Schmerz, not only for 
winning this “Edward”, 
but for winning a pay 
increase with your 
controversial strike! 

Big deal! They gave us a few 
dollars more.:.and then they 

reased the sizes of our 
from 25 to 35! The 

raise won't even keep us in 
the extra aspirin we'll need! 



of "One Of The Great Thrills Of A Teaching Career Is Seeing Your P 
Students Graduate And Go Out And Take Their Place In The World!" еген Dow's Get Na Respects 

* 7 The next category is “THE REWARDS OF A TEACHING CAREER,” and the 4 тете! 
first nominec із Mr. Sidney Gromitz for his splendid performance = 4 The сола поліпее 5 МЕ BeeT ав 

T always get choked ир at Graduation! | Since Reagan was elected, T No wonder the kids don't = WHAT??? 
ч С things are tough out there! || pay attention to me! The Then why And just 

АКШ оле ресе mene Now these clowns can't step JANITOR gets more money || don't YOU || THROW 
world! | especially like this year! right into high-paying jobs than | do! Even the guy get a job as AWAY my 

: ы апа then laugh at all us who delivers the MILK а јапйогог || six years 
slobs barely making a li 
on our Teachers' salarie: 

makes more than те!! а milkman?!? 7 What's so special about THIS year? 

‘And the winner is Ме Victor Brioche for his memorable per- "Unfortunately, Ме 
formance in “I Didn't Go Into Teaching For Monetary Gain!” Brioche couldn't be 

with us! But here to 
1 KNEW | would never get та Like getting off work at 3 P.M., accept his award is 
rich being a Teacher! But m having all holidays off, and not one of his students! 
there are more important having to work all summer! 
things in life than money! 

Mr Brioche couldn't be with 
us because today is Friday— 
and he always takes his sick 
leave on Fridays! That way, 

he can have a long week-end! 

7 The next category is for Best Performance in “EXTRA DUTY 2 
ASSIGNMENTS," and the first nominee is Ме. Carl Craitz — — The second nominee is Mr. Francis Fungold 

for his touching interpretation of “We Must Obey The Rules!" { for his inspiring “The Power Of Prayer!” 

You boys are supposed to be [—— There's another rule Pardon me, Actually, l'm not! | just Mind if |. 
in Class...not wandering Hey, that's that goes... "Never Fungold!! found out that I've been JOIN you?!? 

around the halls! And since not fair!! send a note home if I didn't assigned as the Cafeteria I'm Faculty 
I'm on Hall Duty, I’m going Aren't you the student is BIG- know you Monitor all next week... Rep at the 

to have to send a note home gonna send GER than the Teacher!" were into and I'm sure gonna need Basketball 
to your parents, Dimwitty! a note home Sorry, but that's not RELIGION! 
Sorry, but that's one of the to GRUBER's | one of the Principal's 
Principal's rules, not mine! rules...it's MINE! 



Are you e MY School Prom And the winner is Miss Hester Primm for her heartwarming Congratulations, Miss ^ x 
d HAT! Which is why Primm! ГЇЇ bet being was never like “Being A Chaperon At The Prom Is A Learning Experience! 

Chaperon took you back I'm volunteering to be Chaperon 
to YOUR School Prom! again NEXT year! I can’t WAIT! ! really enjoy this job, chaperoning the Yeah! It's like 

School Prom! It's so...so EDUCATIONAL |+| taking a course 
...Watching these youngsters...the way |-| at “Masters and 
they behave. ..and relate to one another! Johnson"?! 

5 
The last category is for Best Performance in “PASSING OR Y The second nominee is Mr. Robert Blinders 

FAILING STUDENTS," and the first nominee is Mr. Al Mulcher $< гні inspired interpretation of “Good 
for his “It’s Not My Fault! They Shouldn't Ве In My Class!” Test Scores Depend On The Right Teacher!" 

it’s all in the technique! L It's very | don't believe these т Are you crazy??? If How do you 
exam papers! Why, half Then why | flunk them, they'll do it, Bob? use when | give an exam! | Ш simple! 
these kids can't even don't you be LEFT BACK...and Your class |+| have a very special method! 
read!! They don't be- FLUNK I'll have them in my scored way long in this grade!! class again NEXT year! above the What IS it, Man??? What's 

national the secret you use for get- 

Ii -@=; ting such high test scores? 

And the winner is Mr. Thomas Spittle for his outstanding |) Congratulations, That's our Academy 
work in “God Knows, I’ve Tried To Give You Kids A Break!” Mr Spittle... [didn't do it Awards Show! A wise 

and I think it for them! 1 did man once said, “Those 
who can, DO! Those was really nice it for ME! How г г int! {stent anand et T T| "deer | | Sortes | uui | | who cart TEACH! And 

over all this material іп | | that means|| you оп а straight | | ОП 2 eure an on my record if TEACH become School 
class! But the test results | | that HALF || percentage, the кір Bas yours i "y WHOLE CLASS ае CSE 
were terrible! So to be fair, || theclass || WHOLE CLASS class to past lunked an exam? Principals!" G'night 

I've graded you on a CURVE! | | FLUNKED! | | would've flunked! 



DON MARTIN DEPT. PART Il 

ONE AFTERNOON IN A LARGE CITY 
C TC 
BA 

Oh, my gosh! I'd better 
DO something... quick!! 

кын T 
LOOK... THATGUY HAS HA T ШІ, T 

|| CLIMBED OUT ON THE LEDGE! 

HE'S GONNA 

HURRRRY! HUR-R-R-RY! Get yer |111 
front row seats! Only five bucks!! 
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THE EERIE OF RELATIVITY DEPT. 

In issue No. 180 (Jan. '76), we ran an article we didn't think very much of! But, 
we were wrong. People wrote in and told us how much they loved it. And so, since 

TIME FLIES...1\ 
TIME FLIES... TIME DRAGS... TIME FLIES... 

2% 
2224» Жә 

...during your summer vacation. „when your friend is playing it. г. When you're playing a video game. 

ARTIST: PAUL COKER 

TIME DRAGS... TIME FLIES... 
x А2 

TIME FLIES... TIME DRAGS... 
A 

p 7 

-..when a beautiful nurse -..When a male nurse -..When you're waiting — ...when you're trying to answer 
for the phone to ring. it before the caller hangs up. is giving you a rub-down. ing you a rub-down. 

TIME FLIES... TIME FLIES... 

...between the times you ...while you're waiting for him to 
зо have to take your dog out. finish what you took him out to do. ... When you're in a deep sleep. 



we're very sensitive to our readers' likes and dislikes, we're running this new 
version of the article, a mere seven years later! And you thought we didn't care! 

ЛЕ DRAGS.......... 
TIME DRAGS... TIME FLIES... TIME DRAGS: 

Еа 
Il 

ү 

...until the next one starts. -.. when you take a final exam. ...when you wait for the results. 

WRITER: STAN HART 

TME DRAGS: TIME FLIES... TIME DRAGS... TIME FLIES... 

... when you're waiting for 
the girl to get undressed. — ...when she is undressed. ...between bank deposits. ... between bank withdrawals. 

TIME DRAGS... TIME DRAGS... TIME FLIES... 

-..When you wait for the pizza to ... When the same pizza goes 
-.. When you have insomnia. go from “boiling” to just “red hot.” from “red hot” to “ice cold.” 



JOKE AND DAGGER DEPT. 
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LEMON AID DEPT. 

With foreign car makers driving their American competitors closer and closer to 
bankruptcy each year because their products are cheaper and better manufactured, 
its rather ridiculous to see Detroit still publishing those cheery New Car Own- 
ers Manuals that make you think you got a bargain on a perfect product, and that 
any small problem that may arise will be the result of your own misuse or neglect. 
Not only is this dishonest, but it also leaves buyers of American cars unprepared 
to cope with the mishaps that probably await them. We think the time has come for 
Detroit to start leveling with the car buying public by issuing something like... 

ARTIST: AL JAFFEE WRITER: TOM KOCH 

TO BUY THE NEW 1984 FURD MONGOOSE - 
Congratulations! With your purchase of the new Furd Mongoose, you 
have joined the dwindling ranks of gutsy motorists who show enough 
patriotism, enough sense of adventure and enough stupidity to buy 
an American-built automobile. It is our fervent hope that you will 
also show enough maturity and emotional balance to remain calm once 
you discover that the `84 Furd Mongoose is not quite as dependable 
as the salesman promised it would be before vou bought it. 

In 

| 
T 

Although you may feel tempted to look upon your new Mongoose as: | 
a piece of junk, try to appreciate the fact that this year's model 
could have turned out even worse than it did. For one thing, most 
of the cars were assembled while half of our workers were out on 

strike. And even when all of them were present, many were goofing 
off. spending their day hanging around the coffee machines. 

"This, of course, resulted in numerous defective cars rolling off 
the assembly line with some of their parts m g. Few of these de- 
fects were caught by our supervisors because they goof off and hang 
around the coffee machines even more than our assembly workers. So 
you can understand how miraculous it is that we've been able to con- 
tinue building cars at all when good help is so hard to find. And 
besides, how much quality do you expect for less than $12,000? 

We wish you many years of happy motoring...crawling under the 
engine, hanging around the repair shop and all the other ылы 
things you'll be doing once you start driving your Furd Mongoose. 



UNDERSTANDING THE QUIRKS OF YOUR NEW CARS | 
INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS 

HEATER CONTROLS. WINDSHIELD ATURE 
шнш: Л, CIGARETTE LIGHTER KNOB 

FUEL GAUGE SPEEDOMETER 
JOOMETER AIR VENT 

AIR VENT 

HEADLIGHT CONTROL BUTTE 

BRAKE FAILURE INDICATOR. 

BURGLAR ALARM BARFBAG 
ON" INDICATOR STORAGE BIN OVERDUE AUTO LOAN 

BURGLAR ALARM. REMINDER BUZZER 
OFF” INDICATOR 

STOLEN BURGLAR | .—— 
ALARM INDICATOR DOOR LOCK FAILURE BUZZER 

ENGINE MELTDOWN SCREAMING SIREN 

ALL INDICATORS ARE MALFUNCTIONING INDICATOR 
TIRES DISINTEGRATING 
AT HIGH SPEED SIGNAL — GRUMBLING FENDERS INDICATOR рд ЕО SEATBELT WARNING LIGHT 

OPERATIN 
2. Before attempting to start the 
engine, remember to wind and set 

the instrument panel clock. This 
enables you to calculate how long 
it takes the tow truck to arrive, 
in case the engine fails to start. 

1. Situate yourself comfortably in the = 3. Pump the accelerator three or four 
driver’s seat, and then close the door es before turning on the ignition. 
securely. If the door fails to latch 3 d may cause the engine to flood... 
tightly due to faulty installation. or but that's a heck of a lot better than 
poor manufacture, keep opening it and ў waiting until you get into traffic to 
slamming it hard until it either (A) discover that the accelerator pedal 
closes, or (B) fights back by letting usually comes unbolted, leaving you 
*the door window shatter or fall out. 2 with no control over the car's speed. 



1. AIR VENT-This louver is design- 
ed to let fresh air circulate through 
the passenger compartment. Also, to 
let bus fumes, pig smells and other 
outside odors circulate through the 
passenger compartment. Do not try to 
close this vent, even during freezing 
winter weather...because it doesn't! 

2. FUEL GAGE-Aaticipate that the 
needle will remain stuck on "FULL" 
until the tank is half empty. Then, 
when the needle drops to the halfway 
mark, the tank will be almost empty. 
So you will never see the needle drop 
any further than halfway...because 
by that time, you will already be 
walking to the nearest gas station. 

3. HEATER CONTROLS-By sliding the 
handy levers back and forth, you are 
able to control the climate inside 
the passenger compartment. Choices 
range from cold air blowing on your 
feet to hot blasts blowing in your 
face, Experiment with the available 
settings until you find the one that 
causes the least amount of suffering. 

4. Turn the ignition key all the way 
to the right to activate the starter, 
and start the engine. If the starter 
fails to respond, you probably have a 
defective battery. If the starter op- 

erates, but the engine fails to catch, 
you probably have a broken fuel line. 
If everything works as it should, you 
probably got into someone else's car. 

4. SPEEDOMETER- Even though the '84 
Furd Mongoose has the same engine as 
the 783 model, the speedometer has 
been stepped up to record a maximum 
of 160 MPH, rather than the previous 
90 MPH. This amazing improvement was 
included to make you feel like you're 

i a sports car. (Actually, the 
"s top speed again this year 

is 67 MPH-with a strong tail wind.) 

5. TEMPERATURE GAUGE-This dial is 
designed to enhance your driving plea- 
sure in heavy traffic on hot summer 
days by giving you something to watch 
as it climbs into the red danger zone. 

6. WINDSHIELD WIPERS CONTROL-A 
partial turn to the right activates 
wipers at half-speed. A full turn is 
for fast speed. However, either move 
may cause the wipers to remain off. 
and the electric windows to go down 
instead. This is because there are a 
whole lot of little wires all bunched 
together under the dash and it's hard 
for our unskilled workers to get them 
all connected to each other correctly. 

7. ODOMETER- This is the gizmo that 
shows you exactly how far the car has 
been driven, unless the car has been 
driven more than 9,999 miles...which 
you can bet your life this car won't 
be!...and which is why 9,999 miles 
is the maximum distance the '84 Furd 
Mongoose's odometer needs to register. 

8. CIGARETTE LIGHTER KNOB-Before 
you push this button, stop to consid- 
er that smoking is hazardous to your 
health. Then, stop to consider that 
pushing in this button may also be 
hazardous to your health because the 
connecting wire is wrapped around the 
battery cable, and so is the powered 
radio antenna wire...which could re- 
sult in the electrocution of anyone 
who touches it during a thunderstorm. 

9. HEADLIGHT CONTROL BUTTON—Pull 
knob out to the first position, and 
the parking lights ‘come on, Pull 
knob out to the second position, and 
the headlights will come on. Pull 
knob all the way out...and it will 
come off in your hand. So look out! 

5. Drive slowly 

6. Even when you are out on 
the open highway, NEVER, 
NEVER, NEVER shift into 
“Overdrive! Overdrive is 
that fuel saving thing we 
just couldn't get perfected, 
but decided to install in 
this year’s Mongoose anyway! 

for the first few blocks to 
bring the engine to a normal operating tem- 
perature of 160°. If the operating temper- 
ature quickly rises to 212° instead, it may 
be that your саг was assembled on a day when 
the guy who installs the fan belts was out 

. This is no big problem. Merely take a 
taxi to the nearest Mongoose dealer, buy 
a fan belt and return by taxi to install it. 



MAINTAINING YOU 
will be delighted to learn that this is not the case with 
your new Furd* Mongoose. It desperately needs your constant 

Many current foreign cars are so well built that they do 
not need your help to keep them running indefinitely. You 

CHECK OIL LEVEL DAILY 

As indicated elsewhere in this manual, 
the engine parts in your new Mongoose 
fit loosely because they were put to- 

gether in haste, which means that oil 

will leak out the cracks, So use only 
Furd 90-W Oil to fill the crankcase. 
Its gummy, sludgelike quality enables 
our oil to Stick to the engine, unlike 

those cheaper brands that will merely 
dribble out all over your garage floor. 

SIE 

During the first 100 miles of your 
new саге operation, do not drive at 
speeds above 30 MPH. This will les- 
sen the risk of injury to occupants 
when parts that were improperly as- 
sembled at the factory drop out and 
are run over by the rear wheels. Af- 
ter the first 100 miles, it would be 
most wise and prudent not to ex 

30 MPH with this car in any case. 

CHECK OTHER FLUIDS REGULARLY COLLECT DRIPPAGE FROM 
Sloppy hose fittings make it necessary to 

check the radiator coolant level your 
new Mongoose every 75 miles. It is also 
recommended that you do what yeu сап to a- 
void costly repairs by checking the brake 
fluid every 100 miles, the transmi: 
fluid every 150 miles and the windshield 

shpritzer fluid every 200 miles. If low, 

refill only with approved Furd Radiator 
Coolant, Furd Brake Fluid, Furd Transmis- 

sion Fluid and Furd Pure Windshield Water. 

GARAGE FLOOR PROMPTLY 

The tires on your new Mongoose 
may rot if the vehicle is left 

to stand overnight in its own 
corrosive drippings. To prevent 

place pan under the en- 
ne. For best results and con- 

tinued happy motoring, use oi 

an approved Mongoose Drip Р: 

E BREAKING-IN PERIOD - 

For proper breaking-in, your new Mon- 
goose has been equipped with special After the first 1000 miles, return 
light weight break-in oil...unless 
we forgot to put it in! If such is 
the case, the dipstick will appear 
dry when removed. Also, the gaskets 
will appear black after a few miles 
of driving, the pistons will appear 
scorched and, in most cases, the en- 
tire engine will appear to be on fire. 

the car to your Mongoose Dealer where 
you will receive your Initial Service 
Inspection. With extraordinary luck, 
you may also receive a handsome gold 
trophy for being the first Mongoose 
owner to drive a full 1000 miles— 
without having to bring the car back 
in earlier to have something fixed. 



? NEW MONGOOSE 
tips listed in this section, and your "84 Mongoose should 
reward you with dozens of miles of trouble-free dri 

loving care and attention (not to mention a lot of your 

hard-earned bucks) to stay alive. Follow the maintenance 

KEEP YOUR TIRES 
PROPERLY INFLATED 

REPLACE BURNED-OUT 
HEADLAMPS PROMPTLY 

Driving with burned-out headlamps is 
dangerous. However, almost as 
dangerous to try to replace them in 

your new Mongoose without assistance. 
That's because the one-piece fender 

and grill unit was welded after the 
original lights were installed. As 

a result, they can only be replaced 
by a midget who must crawl between 
the engine and the fender well. (See 
your Mongoose Dealer for a list of 
service stations employing midgets.) For normal driving, maintain tire 

pressure at 29 Ibs. You will soon 
find that this requires frequent 
stops for air because the company 
saved you money by equipping your 
1984 Mongoose with leftover tires 
made for the 1957 DeSoto. The dif- 

ference in wheel size results in a 
considerable air loss! However, it 
should. be remembered that this in- 
convenience is saving you $28.00. 

CHECK WHEEL ALIGNMENT 
AT FREQUENT INTERVALS 

Your Mongoose Dealer will tell you that 
almost everything that goes wrong with 

your car will be your fault because you 
let your wheels get out of alignment. Be 
ready to challenge this,claim by check- 
ing your alignment regularly! To do this, 
remove both hands from the steering wheel 
at 50 MPH. If the vehicle swerves into a 
ditch, or careens into oncoming traffic. 
return it to your Furd Mongoose Dealer 
once for professional safety maintenance. 

YOUR FURD MONGOOSE WARRANTY 
= YOUR NEW 1984 FURD MONGOOSE (SERIAL NUMBER 

WARRANTY FOR THE FIRST 6 MONTHS OR 10,000 MILES OF OWNERSHIP, WHICHEVER COMES 

—) IS COVERED BY THIS FULL 

FIRST. THERE ARE ABSOLUTELY NO CONDITIONS OR EXCLUSIONS OF ANY TYPE...EXCEPT Е 

FOR THE CONDITIONS AND EXCLUSIONS LISTED HEREIN, WHICH YOU BETTER READ OR ELSE. 

1. Even though "All Parts And Labor 
Will Be Provided Free While This War- 
ranty Is In Effect", Furd Mongoose 
Repair Centers may impose a Service 
Fee equal to 100% of the "standard 
charge” for parts and labor 
2. Operating this vehicle without hav- 
ing it Winterized whenever the temper- 
ature drops below 50°, or having it 
Summerized whenever the temperature 
rises above 70°, will invalidate this 
warranty. Winterizing and Summerizing 

NOT 
TO DISCLAIM ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR YOUR WARRANTY EXPIRING BEFORE HE GETS AROUND TO YOU! 

must be performed at Owner's expense 
by a qualified Mongoose Dealer. 
з. We'll decide later which Dealers 
are qualified and which ones aren't. 
4. The owner must state the exact 
nature of the mechanical difficulty 
when presenting the car for warranty 
work. Naturally, Dealers must impose 
the standard labor charge while was- 
ting time hunting for undiagnosed 
problems. Since most mechanical prob- 
lems take six hours to find and ten 

YOUR FURD MONGOOSE DEALER RESERVES THE RIGHT TO SERVE PAYING CUSTOMERS FIRST, AND 

minutes to fix, you can see where a 
deal like this leaves you 

5. The company is not responsible for 
damage to parts caused by dirty spark 
plugs. The company is also not respon- 
sible for discovering that your spark 
plugs are dirty, even if you installed 
brand new clean ones the day before. 
6. Cars that have been deliberately 
driven on publicly maintained high- 
ways and privately owned driveways 
are no longer covered by this warranty. 



THAT'S CHAUV BIZ! DEPT. 

Today, the U.N. isn't working, wars are breaking out everywhere, and peace is as 
elusive as it ever was. The basic differences between the peoples of the world 
just cannot seem to be resolved. To illustrate this fact, MAD recently did some 

VE Whitby 
IF THEIR NATION PRODUCED AN ATHLETE WHO COULD RUN A THREE-MINUTE MILE... 

..the CZECHS would send him to the Olym- 
pies accompanied by fifty bodyguards to make 
sure he couldn't try to defect to the West. 

„the UGANDANS would never find ош how 
fast he could run because nobody has a watch. 

«the VIETNAMESE would assign him to pull- 
ing the Communist Party Chairman's rickshaw. 

«(һе AMERICANS would never even get to 
see h a national track meet because an 
N.EL. team would quickly sign him up for a 
million bucks a year...as a “punt returner.” 

IF A RECESSION CAUSED ONE-THIRD OF THE NATION'S WORKERS то BE UNEMPLOYED... 
«the EGYPTIANS would hail it as a great 
step forward. because two-thirds of their na- 
tion's workers have been unemployed for vears. 

‚(һе CANADIANS would cut the rate by en- 
couraging their unemployed to move to Detroit 
or to Buffalo and be unemployed there instead. 

„the CAMBODIANS would shoot everyone with- 
out a job as a traitor, then proudly announce 
that the country had achieved full employment. 

„е AMERICANS would put half of their 
unemployed labor force to work processing the 
welfare application papers of the other half. 

IF THE NATION’S FARMERS PRODUCED A SURPLUS OF WHEAT HARVEST... 

„ће BRAZILIANS would sell it overseas 
so wealthy land owners could afford to build 
bigger mansions while the peasants starved. 

ће FRENCH would find a way of making 
a new and exciting vintage wine out of it. 

„the RUSSIANS would stop buying grain 
from the U.S. after announcing that they'd 
just discovered Americans are Imperialists. 

„ће AMERICANS would give it away free 
to emerging Third World nations so that the 
poor people all around the U.S. would still 
have to pay $1.59 for a lousy box of cereal. 



© research to determine exactly how we Americans and the peoples of other cultures 

and nations around the world might react to a series of possible events. And the 

results... which came as no surprise to us...only goes to prove the old adage: 

ТЕЛО 
“ARTIST: JACK DAVIS | WRITER: TOM KOCH 

IF MORE THAN TWO PEOPLE WERE OBSERVED TOGETHER ON A STREET CORNER... 

...the LIBYANS would form a bigger group 
so they could all chant anti-American slogans. 

he JAPANESE would take their pictures 
ause such gatherings must always be record- 

ed on film to be treasured in years to come. 

„ће RUSSIANS would hold them for ques- 
tioning because people who talk to each other 
may be saying something bad about the State. 

һе AMERICANS would conduct a public 
opinion poll among them to determine what TV 
shows the entire USA will watch next season. 

the ITALIANS would remove all the stop 
ghts, and give a medal to every pedestrian 

and motorist who was still alive a year later. 

„ће BRAZILIANS would abandon that old 
city and build a new one, where the traffic 
would also become completely uncontrollable. 

...the MEXICANS would put a lot more old 
buses and gasping taxies on the streets in an 
effort to bring traffic to a final standstill. 

...the AMERICANS would attack the problem 
by spending billions to construct a new inter- 
state highway... between Denver and Cheyenne. 

IF A WORLD'S FAIR WERE HELD IN A NEUTRAL, DEVELOPING NATION... 

...the RUSSIAN exhibit would feature rosy- 

cheeked peasant dancers who were really sec- 

ret agents who'd come to start a revolution. 

...the NORWEGIAN exhibit would feature Lap- 

land handicrafts such as crocheted earmuffs 

which absolutely no one would go to see. 

...the SPANISH exhibit would be completed 

a little behind schedule. and would open two 

months after. the rest of the fair had closed. 

ће AMERICAN exhibit would feature “Тһе 

Fantastic Industrial Computer Of The Future" 
.«. Which would blow out every single fuse in 
the host country the minute it was plugged in. 



IF A SMALL GROUP OF PEOPLE DISAGREED ин GOVERNMENT POLICY.. 

„the ARGENTINIANS would hold а month- 
long wild celebration, during which the city 
of Buenos Aires would be totally destroyed. 

«the BULGARIANS would put out a special 
series of 38 commemorative postage stamps. 

«the GUATAMALANS would use the victory 
as a good excuse to go to war with Honduras. 

«the AMERICANS would read all about it 
in a big three-line story on the sports page 
..under the “High School Basketball Scores.” 

‚һе NICARAGUANS would name them “The 
Popular Front for the Oct. 11th Revolution.” 

...the IRANIANS would call them American 
5 and order them all shot before sundown. 

«the RUSSIANS would find them mentally 
disturbed and send them away for forty years 
of intense psychiatric treatment in Siberia. 

„the AMERICANS would organize them into 
a committee headed by Jane Fonda or Ed Asner. 

IF A TRAIN CAPABLE OF TRAVELING 500 MILES AN HOUR WERE DEVELOPED... 
-the ITALIANS would run it from Rome to 

Istanbul at ten miles an hour because they 
feel the trip is more romantic at that speed. 

«the ISRAELIS would run it from Tel Aviv 
to Jerusalem in six minutes becuase they real- 
ly don't have anywhere else they can run it. 

һе RUSSIANS would run it underneath the 
ground so no one else would know they had it. 

“іе AMERICANS would assign it to Amtrak, 
which would derail it, or park it on a siding 
outside Chattanooga and misplace it forever. 

IF A LONG WEEK-END WERE SCHEDULED TO MARK THE NATION’S INDEPENDENCE DAY... 
«the AUSTRALIANS would all celebrate by 

playi ng endless rugby matches until everyone 
in the country had at least one fractured arm. 

“һе RUSSIANS would all celebrate by go- 
ing down to Red Square to silently watch this 
year's thrilling “Tractors and Tanks" parade. 

.the EAST GERMANS would all celebrate by 
pi nicking in the countryside, and then try- 
ing to sneak under the fence to West Germany. 

-the AMERICANS would all celebrate by 
ha aving 987 people killed in highway accidents. 



IF ZAMBIAN TROOPS INVADED ZIMBABWE... 
aedi = za 

...the FRENCH would sell both sides as many 

guns and planes as they could pay for in cash. 

еһе BRITISH would announce that Her 
esty's Navy is rushing to the troubled area. 

and should arrive there in about two months. 

...the RUSSIANS would declare their neutral- 

ity. and then dispatch the entire Cuban army 

to the battlefront to create additional chaos. 

...the AMERICANS would threaten to boycott 
the Olympics if they are ever held in Zambia. 

they'd all be out spying to mak 
neighbors were watching. as required by law. 

һе HAITIANS would fear the worst, and 
7000 would flee in leaky boats before 8 P.M. 

...the ALBANIANS would be confronted with 
the burning question of the day: What's TV? 

ће AMERICANS would give the speech a 
V rating of 11.6... which is better tl 

“Father Murphy" but less than “Happy. days." 

IF A WORLDWIDE PEACE TREATY WERE PROPOSED AT THE U.N.... 
2 ІК ...the IRANIANS would immediately get up 

and walk out, claiming that it was rile- 

gious for people to stop killing each other. 

the FRENCH would wait to see how their 
allies voted so they could display their in- 
dependence by voting the exact opposite way. 

«the SYRIANS would agree to it, but only 
if it contained a provision to abolish Israel. 

...the AMERICANS would agree to it, but on- 

ly if it contained a provision to make Coc 
Cola the official beverage of mainland China. 

IF A VOLCANO ERUPTED IN A SMALL, DEFENSELESS COUNTRY... 

„the FRENCH would help by offering to 
sell defective truck parts to the starving. 

...the CUBANS would assist by sending in 
a whole new team of espionage agents to re- 
place those that were lost in the disaster. 

Ope ARGENTINIANS would overrun the 
place with troops. after announcing that it 
really belonged to them since 1768 anyway. 

...the AMERICANS would immediately ship 
tons of food, clothing and medical supplie 
before discovering that no one in the U.S. 
State Department knows where the country is. 



MISS MASH DEPT. 

Once upon a time, there was a TV show that everybody loved because it was warm, wit- 
ty and real. It dealt with the life and death struggles of soldiers in Korea. It was 
terrific, and it seemed like it would go on forever. But alas (or is it alack?), no- 
thing goes on forever (although this introduction might break that rule). So it end- 

[% ed. Or so we thought. But then, а TV series based on three of the least interesting 
ji = characters of the original show was pasted together, and the dead was brought back 
ч to life. Or was it?!? Take a look...and see if you agree that there is a life... 

Around here, every half | | | What's the Mystery? | | | Who Toget No...to Since this show hour has three distinct | | — — — f | | are That's Klinker, and his | | married getmar- takes place in 
parts: One part is the Trying to dis- the bride, Soon Leave! He riedina the 1950's, 

Comedy, another part is cover which two married her in Korea! i “DOUBLE we try to keep the Drama, and the last partis the Love It was a very bold 2 GOWN” everything true part is the Mystery...! [ Birds? thing to do in 1953! ceremony! tothat period! 

ы 
Ez 

Who says we're too old to have fun, if you know Okay... l'Il be That's all right, Dear! Go ahead! what | mean! So tonight, let's make up for all right over!! not exactly those years we were apart! First, Ill turn the T Milkdud, you really are something! sacrifices, 
lights down low... and then I'll pour the wine I'm terribly sor- You didn't object when | went off Dear...! = апа then I'll play some soft music... and || ту Dear, but! to Korea for three years, and you Actually, | 

then, do know what I'm going to do... ?? have to go to the never object when | get called away really don't 
J Т Hospital! It's to the Hospital! | sure appreciate like being What...?| | Iwas hoping you'd know! I forgot! an emergency...! your making all these sacrifices! WITH youl! 

Lana 
\ 



Ah hah! Now You're the cartoonish, If this show were set You mean the hos- How come you With Doctors 
lunderstand pompous, unbelievable in contemporary times, pital would have hang around and Nurses like 
who you аге! "Boss" who always used our Veteran's Hospital more Federal funds? the Hospital THEM, prayer is 

[-— — | tobeinTVSitcoms— would be much larger— practically the ONLY HOPE 
L- Huh??? What like "My Little Margie” thanks to President No...more all the time? you patients 

do you mean? —thirty years ago! Reagan's policies...! wounded Marines! really һауе! 

ARTIST: ANGELO TORRES WRITER: STAN HART 

Ihave to pick up Neither can I! What lam very con- - That is problem! 
Klinker onthe way!| || Whydon'tyou |=| Good idea! ПІ was fused, my Hus- I can certainly Your ways do NOT 

calla friend call the friend her band! This is understand that, seem funny to 
and go toa I spent so much name? not like Korea! Soon Leave! Our me! Not like they 

|| movie tonight? time with while I lam not used ways must seem did in Korea, in 
you were away! to your ways! FUNNY to you! M*A*S*H unit! 

| Ican never 
understand 

И] 



Ihave Of course, my Husband! m Just what IS, Look at poor Father są You mean suddenly togo But... I am going out Sorry... but! your job, my hav- fM going from wartime over to later, and | wish that -| haven't figured Husband...? the Нов-| | you would either NOT out yet how to 
pital!! WEAR THAT... or БЕ таке епіѕ meet | | | haven't Ar ч No, suddenly on the money figured Well, it IS hard to going from a ouL they pay mai THAT out change so abruptly | great show MATE: yet, either! when you've gotten [1 like M*A*S*H 

used to something! | | to this drivel! 

Do you know what they have in our T т I don't have time | wonder what all the TRUE They probably Psycho Ward? Crazy people, that's Hey, Mr. now! | have to go LIFE VETS think when they think it's the 
what! Supposing a Congressman came D'Anjello! toa Luncheon! I'm see the head of a Veterans only bit of and saw loonies lying all over the You better getting an award Administration Hospital por- reality in the place? What would he think... ?? come quick! from "The Society trayed as a schmuck like that? entire show! = For The Prevention 
He'd think he was back in Congress! of Mirth”...! 

| LR ЕТСЕ 
There we were, at 35,000 Where'd — Сее! That must have been Мел һауе о - The sign says, - If we have the feet, dropping our bombs! you get terribly embarrassing!! watch that ex- "Sirloin Steak"! nerve to call The flak was awful! Then, shot ше [y GI closely! this garbage our tail section got shot down?? Maybe that's why so FL — | Wheredothey || | "M*A*S*H", they away, and we had to bail few of our crew show Yecccht What getthe nerve can call that out! We were taken prison- Over upat reunions... !! IS this stuff? to call it that? Sirloin Steak! er, but I don't hold апу Kansas Please... don't let | 

grudge against our captors! City! them send me back up! | 

a TA || 



Ч 
28.52 9 е v S | 

aN on LS OS 
L | | 

Нтттттт! its ONLY an ingrown toenail! — What? Why'n'hell Мес Klinker, you really turn me on! You remind me | 

I don't Т woudldoadumb |} 7——| of my first great love...whom | tragically lost! 

remember That may be...! But I've been thing like that?! He flew off one day....and he never returned...! 

seeing doing combat surgery for so —_ rit r 

anything long there's onlyone thing || Because gun. He was aPILOT...22/ | No...he wasa PARROT! 
like that lcan suggest! Go out and већ — shot wounds 
before! yourself SHOT in the FOOT! lcan treat! 

БЕЛ -- S ер | 
© Go вте 

OVON | тне 

Oh! Do you see Because he That's Boy... they really NEED —" When they run out of dumb things | 

what's going on Why does absolute- YOUR ME around this place! to say, they can always fill 

between those do you ly NOTHING function! Е those empty moments by doing 

two!? We've-got HATE him around һеге!! | hate For WHAT, may | ask jokes about the size or my nose! 

to get rid of so much, DUPLI- 

that man...!! га Yes So...? CATION! 

1 
Who аге you? 1——Г Апа just what do you do? i In other words, Туе seen such Korea?! I'm talking 

I you're our oldest TERRIBLE THINGS! about in the OPER- 
Im the color- 1 GEEZE, what els living CLICHE! I've seen men You must ATING ROOM! This 

ful “Old Geezer” And when I'm not geezing, butchering other hd to Hospital is staffed 

that everybody |ы I'mdancing...or doing You got it, men ... without о M ы with world class 

always loves! other “Old Folk" schtick! m Sonny! blinking an eye! еа INCOMPETENTS! 

ХЕШ ОХ T 
BELLIES 



Son, the Doctors 
in our Veterans 
Hospitals are ev- 
ery bitas good 

asthe Doctors 
in our Civilian 
Hospitals! 

Civilians 
will be 

thrilled 
tohear 
ай! 

Really?? 
Should | 
put him in 
a straight 
jacket, 
Colonel? 

Why do 

you 
"Colonel"? 

they me in "civvies," 
keep they won't think 
calling they're watchirlg 

an old "Love 
Boat" re-run! 

So when people 
see Klinker and 

Maybe Yes, but only to 
Father Idon't drown out those 

Mulberry |77) know! He DEPRESSING 
саппер |||nasabad| | VOICES he hears! 

problem | [—— 21 L— 
himself! What | [YOURS 

troubled He voices and 
drinks? —arethey? | | MINE! 

all that disgusting, rotting, 
stinking, mutilated carrion 

our of my mind... !! 

That you once saw in battle? 

| 
Icannotget ће memory of. — 

Son! Remember 
that God is 

watching you!! 

Have faith, my — Well, maybe not 
in the FALL! Then, 
I guess, He watches 
“MONDAY NIGHT 
FOOTBALL" ... like 
everybody else! 

Today, | experience PREJUDICE for the 
first time since | have come to America, 

my Husband! Our neighbors say such cruel 
and horrible things about other people 

.. just because they look STRANGE! 
Ir 

What did they 

SAY about you? 
Not about mel! 
About YOU!! 

46 

желет | ушун ү 
Honorable Let's — Because problems disappear between weeks on this 2 Іт worried | |1 know how dedicated you Husband || talk [] show! Remember our money worries...? Or Father aboutthe are, Dear! But I really 
..imiss | | about Mulberry's hearing problem... ? Or our conflict =] Hospital, | | hate when you bring your 

my family! it about you getting a job....? They were here one Milkdud | ©] problems home with you! 
Could you | | next week, and gone the next! It's "TV Magic"! So— 
bring them | | week! forget about your family ... and let's make love! | | [| | 

here to a America, | | Why | | We do that next week, too! By then, "TV Magic" | [A 2 please...? — then? — might also work on headache | have this week! NI 

TULERIT] 
n Dr 



E " 
Hmm! =) Gee... aren't you worried? | Give me the But 

I Better get over to gun, 5оп...! l'Il be shooting , know much 

see the Hospital right Only when | think about it What do you ridding the a Priest theology, 
what away, Colonel! That ... Which I try not to do! think you'll world of a isa but can't 
you looney is holding Hell... something like that accomplish couple of SIN see how The 

mean! | | some people hostage! can ruin your whole day!! by shooting dozen against i Almighty 

E Father PLATITUDES бор! could object 
Mulberry? each week! т! 

1give ир! Then you'll have. Because his sick-; The NERVE of some =H Medical Care Hmmmm! That 

help те! to go to some ness just ISN'T people! Can you Well... if is one thing! sounds rath- 
can't other Hospitali! AMUSING If you || imagine a group they're Vets, These people er strange! 

ror 
control want to deal with of patients who then they're want Plastic 

these This man isa UNFUNNY sickness, -| DEMAND that we entitled to Surgery... !! I'll go talk 

terrible PSYCHOTIC!! then apply fora "| operate on them: Medical Care! = xb 

impulses How can you staff position at. : 
1 һауе! send him away?!? “ST. ELSEWHERE"! 

It's all right, Alum! I'll authorize After what we've done to the M*A*S*H name, | don't blame them if they 

plastic surgery for them all! | have. don't want to be recognized as ever having been associated with the show!! 

to agree with them that they need it! 



DON MARTIN DEPT. PART III 



HERE WE GO WITH ANOTHER RIDICULOUS 

MAD FOLD-IN 
Every President has his pet hate among the 
burning issues of his day, and Pres. Reagan 
is no exception. To discover the issue that 
leaves Ron cold, fold in the page as shown. 

FOLD PAGE OVER LIKE THIS! 

FOLD THIS SECTION OVER LEFT 4В FOLD BACK SO "A" MEETS “В” 

A NUMBING CHILL GREETS LIBERALS NOWADAYS. IT'S CLEAR 
REAGAN DOES NOT SHARE THEIR VIEWS. НЕ FEELS 

FREE TO IGNORE THEM. THIS, THEY MUST SOON REALIZE. 
A 1B 



SCENES WE 
LIKE TO SE 


